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Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 04 Aug 2020 05:33
_____________________________________

Hi everyone,

First I want to say that I am humbled and honored to be in the presence of such Giborei Koach,
true warriors of Hakadosh Baruch Hu.

I bh am not addicted to pornography.

I haven’t been on a porn website.

But I’m getting close, and I’m here to gain chizuk not to fall into it.

Once I return to Yeshiva I’m safe, but as long as I’m home I’m in danger, and bh I haven’t
fallen into pornography. However it’s the next step, chalila.

I bh am running a camp, so I started keeping busy, so bh have only been nichshal once in the
last 3 weeks.

i want to just express my gratitude to all of you, and my great admiration for each and every one
of you.

My Yetzer tries telling me “comon, porn can’t be that bad, it’s just the word that sounds scary”
or like “it can’t be so different than YouTube videos” 

So I’m here to gain that chizuk.

thank you!

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Striving Avreich - 01 Mar 2021 10:50
_____________________________________
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@YeshivaGuy You are literally the reason that I started this journey and found the courage,
desire and conviction to get involved here. Your story is truly inspiring. I read your entire thread
in the end of January and couldn't believe what you have accomplished.

Fight smarter (I hope this isn't too tough etc.)

Striving Avreich

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 01 Mar 2021 11:05
_____________________________________

Thanks guys for the kind words and chizuk.

Baruch HaShem I made it through.

Have a wonderful day! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 01 Mar 2021 19:46
_____________________________________

Pretty good day so far bh.

Yesterday at this time I got into bed and told my chavrusa I’m not coming...

Not today though, gonna push through.

5 more days until the big 180 which is 2 times 90.

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
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Posted by YeshivaGuy - 02 Mar 2021 18:05
_____________________________________

Started touching, was close to coming to... then came here

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 02 Mar 2021 22:25
_____________________________________

Broke another geder.

Lay on my stomach today for few moments.

I need a smack across the face, or maybe an ice bath

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by OivedElokim - 02 Mar 2021 22:31
_____________________________________

Do you have anyone who can smack you?
Warning: Spoiler!
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Hatzlacha!

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 04 Mar 2021 05:28
_____________________________________

Got 2nd vaccine shot today. Spent most of my day driving back and forth.

I had to stay in my room the last few days to avoid getting sick before the shot.

That was very very rough.................

They say I should expect fever in the morning for a few days, so we’ll see what happens.

Bh I didn’t need to go to a certain wedding tonight which would have many pretty girls..............

Trying to keep positive that I can still accomplish in the next two weeks left of zman. And I’m
trying to keep in mind that life is a long journey, with ups and downs...

Im in touch with my therapist bh, and things are pretty good Baruch HaShem in the mental
health arena.

Day 180 I’m going to celebrate, B’ezras HaShem. Gotta keep marching forward on this path,
despite pot holes I’ve dug enroute.

Have a great Night!

YeshivaGuy 

========================================================================
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====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Zedj - 04 Mar 2021 06:33
_____________________________________

10x??!

Let us know how you celebrated!

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 04 Mar 2021 21:35
_____________________________________

Bad fever, chills etc etc.

The Yetzer had a great idea.

If I masterbate/start instigating my Taiva, then I’ll get warmer!

Amazing! Even when I can barely move it still attacks...

Hatzlochaaa

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by BHYY - 04 Mar 2021 21:43
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 04 Mar 2021 21:35:

Bad fever, chills etc etc.

The Yetzer had a great idea.

If I masterbate/start instigating my Taiva, then I’ll get warmer!
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Amazing! Even when I can barely move it still attacks...

Hatzlochaaa

Been there when I got my second shot. Hang in there! The good news is that it passes within 12
hours.

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 08 Mar 2021 21:47
_____________________________________

Been having an amazing two days in learning, davening etc etc.

Havent been using the iPhone so much.

Lay down in bed with it for a moment.

Got an “idea” to find the restrictions code.

It worked.

Been nichshal on YouTube for the last 1.5 hours.

Didnt masterbate, that was difficult to withstand., and I am proud of that. But I will not allow that
to cloud the grave breach in my Kedusha that I have just committed.

Im keeping the number streak as a Masterbating count.

But this was an outright fall on the Shmiras eynayim front.

For Shmiras Eynayim we’re at day zero.

Theres no way to spin this good, and I will not try to do so.
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Kabola: Though I’ve been doing a good job with only using this phone for what’s needed and
using my dumb phone as my primary phone, this still isn’t worth it.

Next zman I won’t bring this phone at all, I won’t even keep it in another friends room or even a
dif dorm building.

I will do banking on my friends laptop and will bring a GPS.

Yetzer: So when will u ever be able to deal with technology?

Me: you call this dealing with technology?! That’s not my concern right now.

Rabboisai, I do not look down at myself. I do regret what I did, however I beleive that this is
unfortunately usually the result when one, in one moment, gets unfiltered access.

But I do not and shall never justify.

I have taivos.

I thought I had a system that worked, and indeed it did work, for a few months.

However I have now seen my error, and humbly request from all of you, my fellow brothers, and
from HaShem Yisborach, a seacond chance.

In Yevamos 2nd seder I’m learning the end of the 8th perek about the dinim of Bitul. Very hard
stuff, and I will soon go to my chavrusa 1.5 hours late.

And as I sit there in a gaze, may HaShem see the inner yearning of my neshama to be Mevatel
myself and all of my Retzonos to the Ratzon of Avinu Shebashamayim.

With faint hope,

YeshivaGuy 

Edit: I just messaged my dad what I did and how I got the restrictions code. My friend will make
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a new code until I go home, and I already told my dad I’m not bringing this back.

Wasnt the easiest to confess to my dad, but that’s what we do fellas

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Zedj - 08 Mar 2021 23:23
_____________________________________

Amazing!

You should go from strength to strength!

Your an example for all of us here.

Keep strong!

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by OivedElokim - 08 Mar 2021 23:27
_____________________________________

Keep up the good work 

Im impressed by the nuance of how you’re looking at it. Regret together with  self acceptance. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 09 Mar 2021 00:57
_____________________________________

(Too scared to post this so I’ll put it in parentheses, After I did the last post I was nichshal more
until my friend came from the bais at which point I called him and changed code... I went and
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got a massive cup of frozen yogurt for dinner, and now feeling withdrawal from not watching
more zachen. Oyyy it’s like drinking sand, doesn’t quench the thirst.)

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 09 Mar 2021 03:44
_____________________________________

I need help

========================================================================
====
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